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Key idea: 

Principally we believe there should not be any unemployed people if it is being addressed 

properly. Unless we make a little effort on the discussio0n of  this issue it is not possible to get any 

desirable results by our struggle.   To discuss the issue of unemployment we have to consider the 

reason for getting employment.  Structure of the present day society and its systematic development  

due to development of science and technology should be discussed. With the development of science  

the structure of the society and its requirements has been  changed. With this change different 

services are needed which is not addressed properly. Those possibilities should be find out. The desire 

results will be expedite if the policy maker  of the  Government pay attention on these issues.  
 

 

 
 
 
 
 

Whenever I try to write anything the first issue strike to my mind is the unemployment 

problem. This is a major problem all over the world. Unemployment problem and other 

problems associated with it  has a serious  effect on the society.   It is quite true that the  

government of any country is definitely  working  for it. Without employment or at least to show 

a little hope for the unemployed people all of our effort will be in vain. Human values/ qualities 

will definitely be devaluated. I will not extend this part. I hope any one will be able to discuss on 

this issue. There are also expert person who can discuss about this problem in a better way. 

  Before going to discuss unemployment we have to  discuss what is the exact reason for 

getting  employment in the society. Whether it is private or government sector there are some 

professions which have been introduced to provide some value added service to the society. At 

the early times of our society human movement was restricted over a small sphere. Society was 

started based on agriculture. To meet different needs few professions arise like priest, teachers, 

doctors, and gradually this increased to carpenters, barber, cobbler, washer etc.   Gradually 

people belong their properties and also Chowkidar, police, court, lawyer etc came in our society.  

All these professions were introduced to serve the basic needs of the individual and also of the 

society at large. So the number of professions strictly depends on the requirements of the society 

at any time.  



Gradually with the development of scientific knowledge the structure of society and also 

the life of the individual changes significantly. From the village life  to urban life and recently  at 

our   flat culture so many different necessities arise around us.  Food service, gardening, (I will 

enclose a list at the end) and many other professions are  introduced. There are many people who 

are doing these jobs by their own effort termed as self employment.  By self employment 

basically they are also doing some value added service to our society.  But these jobs are not  

being always recognized by the government and also lack some social status. I have tried to find 

out different services that a modern society needs. Attempt should be done so that each and 

every work gets sufficient social status.  

To prepare this list/data bank I have taken help of different sources. This data bank has 

been prepared by surveying the opinion of general people from different sectors, searching from 

literatures, internet and other sources to specify different needs/trends in these areas. Based on 

those ideas and including my own experience I have tried to find its feasibilities in our societies. 

The feasibilities may alter from situation to situation. Suggestions of the policy makers of the 

governments, industries, organization and institutes may also be useful. I also invite them to 

come up with their opinions to enrich this data bank.  

One group may be formed to provide different suggestions and solutions on various 

problems related to implement of the  jobs/business  in those areas to solve some of the 

unemployment problem.  

 

 

List of possible job/business areas of our society : (This may be extended gradually)  
(This list has been prepared searching from different sources. Some of the ideas has been 

introduced by us.)  

 

1. Advertising Agency  

2. Arts and Crafts 

3. Auto Servicing 

4. Beautician Trainer  

5. Building Maintenance Service  

6. Business Broker  

7. Business Consultant  

8. Business Website Consultant  

9. Carpet/Upholstery Cleaning  

10. Cartoonist  

11. Caterer  

12. Cleaning Service  

13. Commercial Photographer  

14. Computer Consultant  

15. Computer Programmer 

16. Computer Repairing  

17. Computer Trainer  

18. Cooking Guide 

19. Courier Service  

20. Day-Care for Children  

21. Electrical Contractor  

22. Event Manager 



23. Executive Consultant  

24. Financial Planner  

25. Fan-Club Manager 

26. Gardening Consultant  

27. Graphic Designs 

28. Health Care Service  

29. Home Business Consultant 

30. Home Delivery Service  

31. Insurance Agent  

32. Interior Decorator  

33. Jewelry Designer  

34. Laundry Service  

35. Licensing Agent 

36. Loan Broker  

37. Logo Designer  

38. Magician  

39. Massage Therapist  

40. Modeling Agent 

41. Musician,  

42. Newspaper Delivery Service  

43. Online Services Consultant  

44. Party Organizer 

45. Painter  

46. Personal Assistant  

47. Personality Development Trainer 

48. Pet Grooming  

49. Private Tutor  

50. Property Management Services  

51. Real-estate Broker  

52. Sales Representative  

53. Seminar Service  

54. Small Business Consultant 

55. Tax Consultant 

56. Travel Agent  

57. Videographer  

58. Website Developer  

59. Wedding Manager 

60. Wedding Photographer  

 

Discussion of different sectors may be helpful in this issue.                                                           


